Care and Cleaning of Fiberglass Items
Fiberglass Items Include: Camtrays®, Camlites® Trays, Camtread® Trays, Treadlite™ Trays,
Non-Skid Versa Camtrays, Non-Skid Versa Room Service Camtrays and Versa Camcovers®
(plate covers)
With proper care and cleaning Cambro fiberglass items will maintain their appearance for years
to come. Below are detailed instructions on how to care for Cambro fiberglass products.







All fiberglass products need to be washed thoroughly before their initial use.
All fiberglass items are commercial dishwasher safe. Occasionally, these products need
to be washed by hand with:
o Warm water and soap to prevent build-up. This would depend on the frequency
with which the trays are used.
o Use a Scotch Brite Non Scratch scouring pad or plastic or bristle brush when hand
washing.
Do not use abrasives (such as Comet, Ajax, etc., or metal scouring pads).
Rinse thoroughly with clean water.
Always make sure that the trays are dry before stacking.

The general rule with STAINS is the longer it’s been there the harder it is to remove so regular
light cleaning will quickly remove stains.
Below are detailed instructions on how to take care of stains on Cambro Camtread Trays.
1. Apply a liberal amount of Lime Away or Soft Scrub Liquid Gel with Bleach to the
stained area of the tray. (Soft Scrub Total All Purpose Bath and Kitchen Cleanser Lemon
Scent 24 OZ bottle)
2. Take a Scotch Brite Non Scratch scour pad or plastic or bristle brush and wet it with
warm water. (Scotch Brite TM Non Scratch Multi – Purpose Scrub Sponge 42/4”X23/5”,
Blue Pak)
3. Apply the scouring pad or plastic or bristle brush to the stained area and rub the affected
area in a circular motion.
4. Once the stain is removed rinse off the tray with water.
5. Make sure the trays are dry before stacking.
Note: for heavier/stubborn stains repeat steps 1 thru 4.
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Below are detailed instructions on how to take care of stains on Cambro Non-Skid Versa
Camtrays.
6. Apply a liberal amount of Soft Scrub Liquid Gel with Bleach to the stained area of the
tray. (Soft Scrub Total All Purpose Bath and Kitchen Cleanser Lemon Scent 24 OZ
bottle)
7. Take a Scotch Brite Non Scratch scour pad and wet it with warm water. (Scotch Brite
TM Non Scratch Multi – Purpose Scrub Sponge 42/4”X23/5”, Blue Pak)
8. Apply the scouring pad to the stained area and rub the affected area of the tray in a
circular motion.
9. Once the stain is removed rinse off the tray with water.
10. Make sure the trays are dry before stacking.
Note: for heavier/stubborn stains repeat steps 1 thru 4.
Note: Trays that cannot be washed with bleach but are stained can also be left in direct
ultraviolet light and the stain will fade with time.
Disclaimer:
Please note that foods such as mustard, coffee, dark soft drinks, berries, fruit juice, green tea,
tomato juice, tomato paste, curry and chili paste contain natural pigments that may stain trays if
left on the surface for extended periods of time. To prevent staining, clean trays within one hour
of use.
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